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Abstract. Recently, the multilingualism issue has attracted considerable attention in the ontology matching field. Designed for this purpose, the SimCat system uses the Yandex translator and similarity computation based on the categories
of the words. This is the first participation of SimCat in OAEI 2016 evaluation
campaign and the obtained results are quite promising.
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Presentation of the System

The Semantic Web relies on ontologies to describe the content of different information sources in order to overcome the heterogeneity issue and achieve their semantic
interoperability [12, 14]. However, these ontologies are heterogeneous, distributed and
even they are described in different languages. A solution to this heterogeneity is to
use ontology alignment to bridge the semantic gap between these ontologies [11]. The
ontology alignment system receives as input two or more ontologies and generates as
output a set of semantic correspondences between the entities of the ontologies that are
being processed [3, 2]. Indeed, these semantic correspondences are the bridges that hold
the heterogeneous ontologies together and ensure their semantic interoperability. Moreover, with the enormous volume of ontologies already available on the web and their
constant evolution, manual identification of semantic correspondences is not feasible
[14]. Therefore, ontology alignment tools are required to have the ability of identifying
semantic correspondences between entities of different ontologies in an automated way.
However, the automatic identification of semantic correspondences is not a trivial task
due to the conceptual diversity between the ontologies [4].
Performing an automatic ontology alignment task between mono-language ontologies such as English is difficult, however, the task is even more challenging when it
comes to multilingual ontologies. Most existing approaches implement a direct strategy[15] i.e. using machine translation. However, the matching task is challenging for
these approaches due to misinterpretations during the translation process.
The research conducted on direct strategy leaves many questions to address such as
(1) is the use of various translators has a different impact on the output of the translation? (2) is the translation into a pivot language (English) performing better output than

a translation from language to another? and (3) how to proceed when translators give
poor results?
The multifarm[10] track has been integrated in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI) in 2012 with the goal of estimating and comparing different techniques and systems related to multilingual ontology alignment. From 2012 to 2014
the multifarm track contains conference ontologies[9] described in eight different languages (i.e., Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish).
However, in 2015 the multifarm includes the Arabic language [13, 14].
Back to results of the systems involved in previous editions (from 2012 to 2015)
[5–8] of multifarm track, we have observed that the best system (in all previous OAEI
editions) achieved an F-measure of 0.51 [15]. This is surprising, in spite of many research works that have been established in the field of multilingual ontology matching.
The proposed system also implements a direct strategy and its aim is to highlight
the translator used and similarity calculated using the categories of the word.
1.1

State, Purpose, General Statement

In this paper, we describe our SimCat software, yet another cross-lingual ontology
matching system. Unlike existing approaches which use well-known translators, SimCat employs the Yandex translatorr1 . In addition, SimCat computes the similarities between translated entities based on the categories of the words.
1.2

Specific Techniques Used

The process of our system consists in the following successive steps.
Step 1: Extraction and Normalization In this step, our system extracts the entities
of two ontologies to align. Then, it uses a segmentation technique to split labels into
words; Finally, it converts all words in lower case.
Step 2: Translation and Cleaning In this step, SimCat translates the normalized entities using the Yandex translator into English as a pivot language. To the best of our
knowledge, the Yandex translator has not been used before by multilingual ontology
matching system. Our choice of Yandex translator is justified by the fact that it is one
of largest search engine in the world and the obtained results are quite promising. However, we have used the English as a pivot language because the categories of the words
which are used for similarity computation are in English language.
Once the translation is is carried out, SimCat employs NLP techniques. First, it
eliminates the stop-words from translated entities; then it employs lemmatization and
stemming. This step is necessary since the categories of the words are in that lemma
form.
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https://translate.yandex.com/?lang=es-en&text=administrar&
ncrnd=5317

Step 3: Similarity Computation In this step, our system computes the similarity between entities using the categories of words. This matcher is based on an open project
named ”Calculate Semantic Similarity”.
The project2 calculates the similarities between sentences and the results are stable.
The description of the project is as follows: First, the list of words was obtained from
using EOWL, then the categories for each word were calculated using the DISCO’s
semantics3 . The semantic categories are obtained from disco as follows: (1) en-BNC20080721 within 119 million tokens; (2) en-PubMedOA-20070501 within 181 million tokens and (3) en-wikipedia-20080101 within 267 million tokens. The matcher
enhances the Vector-Space by the analysis found withing the Classifier4j, which does
not take into account the semantic meanings of the words.
However, we have adapted it for our case. We have reprogram the matcher in a way
that it can return the similarity value between words. We have some tests on the adapted
matcher and the results are quite good.
Step 4: Identification of Alignment In this step, SimCat applies applies a filter to
select candidate correspondences which possess the maximum similarity value in each
line of Cartesian product between entities. Then it applies a second a filter to identify
the correspondences that possess similarity value upper than a given threshold.
1.3

Adaptations Made for the Evaluation

We do not have made any specific adaptation for OAEI 2016 evaluation campaign regarding our SimCat system. All parameters are the same for aligning different ontologies of multifarm track.
1.4

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

The result of SimCat system can be downloaded from OAEI 2016 website http://
oaei.ontologymatching.org/2016/results/multifarm/index.html
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Results

The SimCat system is yet another multilingual ontology alignment system. Designed
for this purpose, we present the results obtained by running our SimCat system on multifarm tracks of OAEI 2016 evaluation campaign following website http://oaei.
ontologymatching.org/2016/results/multifarm/index.html.
The multifarm track is constituted of seven ontologies. These ontologies describe
the conference domain and are based on the ontologies of the OAEI conference track.
These ontologies have been translated in nine different languages (since 2015 the Arabic
language is included, Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Russian,
and Spanish) and the corresponding alignments between these ontologies. The purpose
of multifarm is to evaluate and compare the performance of matching approaches with
a special focus on multilingualism.
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http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
www.linguatools.de/disco/disco_en.html
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General Comments

The evaluation conducted on SimCat system confirmed the following points:
– The results obtained from the Yandex translator API are quite promising.
– The similarity based on the categories of the words could provide good results.
– In overall, the SimCat system provides promising results by achieving a good FMeasure, however, it consumes 24 min as computation time for each task. This is
considered as a drawback of the proposed system, since the multifarm contains 55
tasks.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, We have presented SimCat, an automatic matching system developed
specifically for aligning multilingual ontologies. The SimCat system implements a matcher
based on the categories of the words and a translation based on Yandex engine to find the
semantic correspondences between different concepts of the two ontologies described
in different natural languages. Regarding the first participation of SimCat system in
OAEI2016, the results are acceptable, however there is much work to do in order to
improve our system.
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